Make marketing
matter more
Take heart, marketers. The content you
carefully craft could be used 350% more
often — and a whole lot more effectively.

Do these challenges sound a little too familiar?

Lack of visibility

Inconsistent storytelling

Wasted work

You’re trusting your gut to tell you
which content does or doesn’t drive
revenue — and it’s not always right.

You wonder if the story you’re telling
differs from the one your sales
counterparts are spinning.

You spend weeks creating the
content that sales asked for — and
now they’re not using it.

Marketing teams make a bigger impact with Seismic
Enable and align marketing and sales teams, engage buyers with the right message
in the right moment, and improve revenue growth by doing more of what works well.

Deliver content that counts

Support sales strategically

Master go-to-market movements

Get data-backed insights into
what’s working and what’s not
worth the work.

Help get sellers to closed-won 12
days faster with personalized sales
content delivered at the right time
and place.

Go from “good idea!” to “good
to go!” more efficiently by getting
the latest content to your sales
teams faster.

“We pivoted our entire marketing plan, which previously
would have taken three or four months, within weeks.”
Richard Breaux
Head of Strategic Brand Marketing at HUGO BOSS
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Marketing leaders
simplify all of this
with Seismic

Sales Content Management
Sustainably support content production,
distribution, and governance with Seismic’s
library tools, giving sellers the content they
need — in their moment of need.

Content Automation
LiveDocs maximize seller productivity by
automatically assembling dynamic assets
that are marketing approved.

Buyer Engagement
Support sellers in delivering targeted
content straight to inboxes and social
channels with LiveSocial, Email Blast,
and Digital Sales Rooms.
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A powerful platform to grow with you
Your IT and procurement teammates will thank you later.

Scalable

Extensible

Intelligent

We meet the requirements
of the world’s largest
enterprises, but we’re
intuitive and nimble enough
for small teams, too.

We work cohesively with the
tech your business depends
on every day — and have
extensive APIs so devs can
roll their own solutions.

We empower teams with
intelligence that drives databacked behavior and better
business outcomes.

Seismic EnablementThe
Cloud™
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This is only the start of what
you can do with the Seismic
Enablement Cloud
Learn more at Seismic.com
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